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1. Points at Issue 

If we peruse a number of typical chronological tables of Japanese history 
compiled for the general reader, we may find the following references to the 
"introduction of firearms" (teppo denrai ili@{tnt ), all under entries for the year 
1543: 

(1) VIll.25: Portuguese ship is stranded on Tanegashima fi.r~ and intro
duces firearms. (Concise sekai nenpyo :I ✓ --Jt 1 7--.-tltffi!,~~ [Sanseido ~~'.£, 
1976]) 
(2) VIIl.25: Portuguese merchant ship is stranded on Tanegashima in Osu
mi ::k~/,1; province and introduces firearms (Nanpo bunshu 1¥J?°!i3t~). (Nenpyo 
Nihon rekishi ~~ B *~9:. 3 [Chikuma Shobo IAIH!H%, 1981]) 
(3) VIIl.25: Portuguese merchant ship is stranded on Tanegashima and in
troduces firearms (Nanpo bunshu). (Nihon bunka sago nenpyo B *3t1ti@.ir~~ 
[Iwanami Shoten ~il=!=Ji5, 1990]) 
( 4) VIII: Portuguese arrive on Tanegashima and introduce firearms. 
(Rekishigaku Kenkyiikai ~9:.~tiff~~, ed., Nihonshi nenpyo B *9:.~~ [enl. 
ed.; lwanami Shoten, 1993]) 

The image to be generally gained from these entries is that a ship came all 
the way from Portugal to Tanegashima and introduced European firearms to 
Japan. The use of the term "Portuguese (merchant) ship" makes it difficult to vi
sualize anything other than a European ocean-going sailing vessel (nau) of the 
type depicted in the so-called Southern Barbarian screens (nanban byobu 1¥1~#+ 
m). 1) Furthermore, this commonsensible image gives rise to a historical picture 
involving a direct encounter betweenjapan and Europe on Tanegashima in the 
mid-sixteenth century without any "Asian" intermediation. 

As is indicated in (2) and (3) above, the principal source for the entries in 
these chronological tables is the "Teppoki" il JEQ ic, or "Account of Firearms," 
included in Fascicle 1 of the Nanpo bunshu, the collected works of the Zen ITTi 
monk Bunshi Gensho )(Z -Ji:. i!§ of Satsuma ]li Jf. This is a detailed account of 
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the introduction of firearms written in Keicho Jt :Bt 11 (1606) by the scholar
monk Bunshi (a.k.a. Nanpo lfJ ?ffl ), the chief strategist of Satsuma han ~' in re
sponse to a request by Tanegashima Hisatoki 11 r ~ 0-.. a=if, son of Tanegashima 
Tokitaka 11 r ~ ~~' the island's ruler at the time when firearms - specifically, 
the harquebus or matchlock musket - were introduced. I will first quote the im
portant sections of Bunshi's account. 

Source I. "Teppoki" (Nanpo bunshii 1)2) 

( a) On the cyclic day hinoto tori T W, the twenty-fifth day of the eighth 
month in the autumn of the cyclic year mizunoto u ~ .gp in the Ten bun 7( )( 

era (Tenbun 12 = 1543), there was a large ship in the small bay at 
Nishimura @H. It was not known from which country it had come. The 
crew consisted of more than one hundred persons, whose appearance was 
not like ours and whose speech could not be understood. The locals re
garded them with wonder and curiosity. Among them was a Confucian 
scholar from the Great Ming -Jc EJ} called Goho E.* (Wufeng). I do not 
now know his family name. At that time the headman of Nishimura was a 
person by the name of Oribe-no-jo *l:g:~zt. He was extremely well-versed in 
Chinese characters. He happened to meet Goho and wrote with a stick in 
the sand as follows: "We do not know from which country the people on 
the ship are. How strange their appearance is!" Goho then wrote: "They 
are traders of Southwest Barbary. They understand to a certain degree the 
duties of ruler and subject, but they do not realize that propriety is reflect
ed in outward appearance. For this reason, when they drink, they drink 
with cups and not with sakazuki's, and when they eat, they eat with their 
hands and not with chopsticks. They know merely to fill their tastes and 
desires at will, but do not know to convey reasons by written words. They 
belong to that type of foreign trader who halts for a time when he arrives at 
a certain place. They simply barter what they have for what they do not 
have. They are not suspect people." 

(b) There were two chiefs of the foreign traders, one called 
Murashukusha :$'..&,rl~ and the other Kirishita Damota .:gflj;t:~{t~l-\:. 
In their hands they carried something that was two or three feet long, 
straight with a passage inside, and made of a heavy substance. Although 
the inner passage ran right through it, it was closed at one end, and at its 
side there was an aperture which was the passageway for fire. Its shape de
fied comparison with anything else. To use it, a mysterious powder was put 
into it together with a small lead pellet. A small white target was set up be
forehand on a bank, then one of them gripped the object in his hands, 
composed himself, closed one eye, and discharged fire from the hole, 
whereupon it immediately hit the target without ever missing. The light it 
emitted was like lightning and the noise it made was like thunder, and 
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everyone who heard it covered their ears. The placing of a small white tar
get was similar to the setting up of a small target inside a large target for 
archers. Were one to discharge this object only once, then mountains of sil
ver would crumble and iron walls would be pierced. Traitors touched by it 
would immediately lose their souls, and how much more so deer that dam
age rice seedlings! The uses for it in the world are innumerable. On seeing 
it, Tokitaka regarded it as a most extraordinary thing .... Disregarding their 
exorbitantly high price, Tokitaka bought two of the foreign harquebuses 
and kept them as household treasures. He had his retainer Sasagawa 
Koshiro 11iJll1J'-lmj~ instructed in the method of compounding the mysteri
ous powder. Polishing the harquebuses in the morning and cleaning them 
in the evening, Tokitaka practised unremittingly and became so proficient 
that he never missed the target. 

(c) Carried away by his toying [with the harquebuses], Tokitaka had 
several blacksmiths carefully examine their shape, and for months they 
forged and worked the metal in the hope of producing some new ones. But 
although the shape was very similar [to the originals], they did not know 
how to close one end. The following year some foreign traders again came 
to a bay at Kumano tm ff on our island. The bay is called Kumano in the 
same way that there are places called Little Lushan 1J" JJi. LlI or Little India. 
Among the traders there was fortunately a blacksmith. Tokitaka regarded 
this as a gift from heaven and had one Kinbyoe-no-jo Kiyosada ~:%1ir~trW 
5E learn how to close the one end. Eventually, after some time, he learnt 
how to do it, and in a year or so several dozen harquebuses were produced 
anew. 

The content of the above passages will be discussed more fully below, but 
the attention to minor details to be seen in this account - for example, the refer
ence to closing one eye when taking aim with the harquebus - increases its 
trustworthiness. For the moment, I wish to highlight the fact that ( 1) on the 
large ship which arrived at Tanegashima there was a Chinese by the name of 
Goho (Wufeng), which tallies with the alternative name of Wang Zhi 3:.@:, a fa
mous pirate (wokou/ wako 11~) leader, and (2) the names of the leaders of the 
"traders of Southwest Barbary" are given as Murashukusha and Kirishita 
Damota. 

It has long been known that in Europe too there exists historical source 
material relating to the arrival of Portuguese on Tanegashima. This is, namely, 
the following passage in the Tratado dos diversos e desvayrados caminhos ( 1563) by 
Antonio Galvao. Until 1540 the Portuguese Galvao had been governor of the 
Moluccas, stationed on the island of Ternate in the Spice Islands, and it is to be 
surmised that because he afterwards returned to Lisbon, information originat
ing with Diogo de Freytas would have reached him indirectly. 
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Source II. Tratado dos diversos e desvayrados caminhos3) 

In the year 1542 when Diogo de Freytas was Captain of a ship in the 

Kingdom of Siam and the town of Dodra [=Ayutthaya], three Portuguese 

deserted him in a junk which left for China. Their names were Antonio da 

Mota, Francisco Zeimoto and Antonio Pexoto. While steering their course 

to seek harbour in the town of Liampo, which is situated on somewhat 

more than 30 degrees latitude, they were overtaken by such a violent 

storm from astern that they drifted from land, and after some days sailing 

towards the east they saw an island on 32 degrees which is called J apoes 

and which seems to be the Sipangas islands, about which the writings have 

so much to say and also of their wealth. 

Later, in Chapter 4 ofJoao Rodrigues's Historia da Igreja dojapdo, written in 

the 1620s, this account of the Portuguese "discovery" of Japan (Sipangas) was 

linked to the introduction of firearms to Tanegashima, and thereafter the view 

that the Portuguese "discovered" Japan in 1542 and introduced firearms took 

root in Europe. At any rate, from Galvao's above account we can ascertain the 

following three points: ( 1) the Portuguese had set out from Siam and their origi

nal destination had been Liampo (Shuangxu ~ilf!); (2) their ship was a Chinese 

junk; and (3) among the names of the Portuguese, da Mota and Francisco tally 

phonetically with Damota and Murashukusha mentioned in the "Teppoki." 

As regards the discrepancy of one year between the Japanese and 

European sources, the European sources have subsequently been reinterpreted 

and, as will be seen below, it has become generally accepted that the year of 

the introduction of firearms was 1543. Meanwhile, in recent Japanese research 

on firearms there is a tendency to emphasize "Asian elements," and it is being 

fervently argued, for example, that it was pirates such as Wang Zhi who intro

duced firearms or that Tanegashima was not the sole point of entry and other 

routes should be considered as well.4
) But while casting doubt on the value of 

the "Teppoki" as a historical source, the advocates of these views do not make 

it clear whether or not Goho (Wufeng) corresponds to Wang Zhi, and there has 

also been no detailed consideration of the inconsistencies that arise when 

Wufeng is equated with Wang Zhi - for example, the fact that hitherto Wang 

Zhi's first visit to Japan has, on the basis of the Rihen yijian B 7-f(-ii, been deemed 

to have taken place in the cyclic yearyisi GE (1545). 

Thus, currently research has come to a standstill, with the 1543 thesis hav

ing become unshakeable on the one hand, while on the other hand "Asian ele

ments" have been given undue emphasis without any adequate unravelling of 

the inconsistencies existing among the basic historical sources. What is perhaps 

needed at the present point in time is to carefully compare the Japanese sources 

starting with the "Teppoki," the Chinese sources such as the Rihen yijian, and 
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the European sources of Galvao and others, 5) and to reconstruct the historical 

facts on a more reliable basis of source material. It is for this reason that this ar

ticle has been given the title "A Reconsideration of the Introduction of 

Firearms to Japan." 

2. The Later Pirate Bands and Shuangxu Anchorage 

Let us begin by comparing the Wufeng mentioned in the "Teppoki" with 

Wang Zhi and his activities as recorded in Chinese sources. I will first quote 

some relevant passages from the Chouhai tubian -!:mlll{(i (1562) by Zheng 

Ruozeng j/5~w- and the Riben yijian ( 1565) by Zheng Shungong j/5~JjJ. 

Source III. Riben yijian, "Qionghe huahai" MfPii3#ij 6: "Haishi" #ijifj 
( a) Illicit trading along the Zhejiang i1Jr iI seaboard began with Deng 

Liao filHf of Fujian ~[!j 91. Initially he had been held in the prison of the 

Surveillance Commission (ancha si ~ * P]) on account of some crime. In 

the cyclic year bingxu pq BG of the Jiajing :& ~ era ( 1526) he escaped from 

prison, fled to sea, and induced barbarians to trade illicitly at Shuangxu 

anchorage on the coast of Zhejiang. He joined Lu Huangsi JJI.Ji[g and oth

ers from Hezhou %1-M and Macao and engaged in illicit trading. 

(b) Then in the cyclic year gengzi ~ -=f of the Jiajing era ( 1540) the Xu 

tt brothers (Xu Song !Hf, Xu Nan !Hrn, Xu Dong !Ht, and Xu Zi !H$) 
lured the barbarians from the land of the Franks (i.e., Portuguese)<- these 

barbarians had come to Guangdong IJf Ji:[ to trade during the Zhengde .:iE ffi era 
(1506-21), but because they did not respect the laws, they were expelled by the coastal 

assistant commissioner (haidao fushi #iiliilJ 11) Wang Hong J:.~; later they occu
pied Malacca and settled there, and it was in Malacca that the Xu brothers eventually 
invited them to come [to China}>, and they came in a continuous stream to the 

Zhejiang seaboard. They also traded at the anchorages of Shuangxu, 

Damao -J::.. ~, and so on. It was around this time that the troubles in the 

southeast began .... [Here and below passages in italics within angle brack

ets <like this> are explanatory interpolations in the original (where they ap

pear as half-sized, two-column text).] 
( c) Their associate Wang Zhi J:. ~ <real name is Cheng i¥, i. e. Wufeng> 

went to trade inJapan in the cyclic year yisi GE (1545), and for the first 

time he induced three Japanese from Hakata tf~, including Sukezaimon 

Il}J ::t' F~, to come to trade at Shuangxu. The following year ( 1546) he again 

went and influenced there. The troubles with pirates in Zhejiang arose for 

the first time. 
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Source W. "Kouzong fenhe shimo tupu" a~1t.g.ia*II~ ( Chouhai tubian 8) 

( a) Xu Dong: used Shuangxu anchorage as a base Qoined forces with Li 
Guangtou $:1/t~j in the twenty-second year [of thejiajing era (1543)]) -
division of his forces in Fujian and Zhejiang ( dispatched his followers fre
quently remaining at his base) - flight ( on account of the destruction of 
Shuangxu in the fourth month of the twenty-seventh year [ of the Jiajing era 
( 1548)]) - arrest (in the sixth month together with his younger brother 
Shewu ffi±it by the commander [Zhihui }§'tl] Wuchuan ~JII) 

This was the start of the troubles in Zhejiang and Chiangsu. [Xu Dong] 
was Wang Zhi's former master. Initially he only induced western barbar
ians to trade. In the twenty-third year [of thejiajing era (1544)] he had con
tact with Japan for the first time. This was the start of the troubles between 
the barbarians and China. It was only after Xu Dong's defeat that Wang 
Zhi began to prosper. 

(b) Wang Zhi: arrived at Shuangxu anchorage Qoined Xu Dong's group 
in the twenty-third year [of thejiajing era (1544)] and became treasurer) -
visited Japan (became the commander of Xu Dong's patrol horses and 
boats, accompanied a tribute embassy to Japan, and engaged in trade) -
shifted his base to Liebiao flj 1!i:. (in the twenty-seventh year [of the Jiajing 
era (1548)] Xu Dong was defeated by the censor-in-chief [du yushi fM!P 92.] 
Zhu Wan * tJL, and Wang Zhi took the remnants of Xu Dong's band and 
made himself captain) .... 

At first Japan did not come to trade if it did not come bearing tribute. 
Illicit trading started in the twenty-third year [of thejiajing era (1544)]. At 
that time Xu Dong only sent merchandise to Japan and had not yet in
duced its people to come. After the defeat of Xu Dong, Wang Zhi first em
ployed the Japanese as his helpers. He destroyed [the county of] Changguo 
~ if , whereupon the greed of the Japanese was greatly enflamed. There 
was a continuous stream of people becoming pirates .... 

Source V. "Qinhuo Wang Zhi" •fit.3:.~ (Chouhai tubian 9, "Dajiekao" 7':fl~) 

( a) Wang Zhi was a native of She ik (She county, Huizhou 1#,HM, Anhui 
~1#i: province). Reduced to poverty at a young age, he had the manner of a 
gallant. As a young man he was very resourceful and also generous, and 
consequently people trusted him. Contemporary scoundrels such as Ye 
Zongman ~ffeim, Xu Weixue 1~-f'l&J, Xie He ~in□, and Fang Tingzhu ti"J! 
.lljJ all enjoyed his company. They secretly plotted together, saying, "The 
regulations in China are strict and it is easy to infringe the interdictions. 
Why don't we go overseas?" 

(b) lnjiajing 19 (1540) the maritime interdictions were relaxed. Wang 
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Zhi went to Guangdong together with Ye Zongman and others, where they 

built a large ship, loaded it with contraband goods such as saltpetre, sul

phur, raw silk, and cotton, and visited the lands of Japan, Siam, and the 

Western Ocean. They plied back and forth, trading for five or six years, 

and he became immeasurably wealthy. The barbarians had great confi

dence in him and called him Captain Wufeng. He also gathered together 

exiles such as Xu Hai 1~ re, Chen Dong ~t JI{, and Ye Ming ~ajj, making 

them his lieutenants, and using his resources, he lured the Japanese 

Montan:> F~ ~ iJ~ , Jiro :jziJ~ , Shisuke [9 .!lJJ , and Shiro [9 iJ~ and formed a 

band. There were also his nephew Wang Ruxian .3:. & 'if and his adopted 

son Wang Ao .3:.~, and with these as his confidants he colluded with the 

barbarians from the Goto 1i~ [Islands] and created trouble. 

In order to probe the activities of Wang Zhi and his points of contact with 

Japanese and Portuguese, it is necessary to have some knowledge of Shuangxu 

gang ~ iiji! ii, or Double-Island anchorage, the largest smuggling base along the 

Zhejiang seaboard.6) Shuangxu was an anchorage on the eastern side of the is

land of Liuhengshan -AtfiLLI in the southern Zhoushan fir LU Islands, separated 

by a strait from the island of Fodushan 19'l=rn±w, and it was named after two small 

islands in the strait. From around 1526 Deng Liao, a pirate who had escaped 

from prison in Fujian, "induced barbarians to trade" and made it his base for 

smuggling operations in the south (Illa). Then in 1540 the Xu brothers, 

renowned pirate leaders prior to Wang Zhi, betook themselves to Malacca and 

lured large numbers of "barbarians from the land of the Franks" (i.e., 

Portuguese) to the Zhejiang seaboard (lllb). It would appear that Xu Dong 

turned up in Shuangxu in 1543, the year when he joined forces with Li 

Guangtou (IVa), and it was probably around this time that the Portuguese also 

settled at Shuangxu. The eastward advance of the Portuguese came to pass only 

because they were lured by Chinese smugglers and availed themselves of the 

smuggling routes which the Chinese had developed. 

In 1544 Wang Zhi arrived at Shuangxu and joined the Xu brothers' band, 

becoming their treasurer (IVb ). The following year he "became the comman

der of Xu Dong's patrol horses and boats, accompanied a tribute embassy to 

Japan, and engaged in trade" (Ille, 1Vb).7l In the same year (1545) he reached 

Hakata, where he persuaded three Japanese, including one Sukezaimon, to re

turn with him to Shuangxu (Ille). In 1546 he again visitedJapan and returned 

with more Japanese (Ille). As is indicated by expressions such as "this was the 

start of the troubles between the barbarians and China" and "the troubles with 

pirates in Zhejiang arose for the first time," this heralded the start of a fresh 

wave of piracy during the Jiajing era. Then in 1548 Shuangxu was attacked by 

government forces led by Zhu Wan, and Xu Dong was captured (IVa), where

upon Wang Zhi gathered together the remnants of Xu Dong's band, moved to 
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Ligang tl!i~ (Liebiao ), and became the leader of the pirate forces (IVb ). 
Meanwhile, according to the biographical material in V, Wang Zhi was 

born in She county, Huizhou (Anhui), and from an early age he associated with 
groups of gallants and was well-liked. He then plotted with "scoundrels" such as 
Ye Zongman and, flouting the ban on overseas travel and trade, set out for for
eign climes. First in 1540 he went with Ye Zongman and others to Guangdong, 
where they built a large ship, loaded it with contraband goods such as saltpetre, 
sulphur, raw silk, and cotton, and set out for "the lands ofJapan, Siam, and the 
Western Ocean." There Wang Zhi engaged in illicit trading for five or six years 
and amassed a huge fortune. It seems that around this time he came to be 
known as "Captain Wufeng." 

A literal reading of the sources would suggest that Wang Zhi travelled back 
and forth betweenJapan, Siam, and the Western Ocean from 1540 to 1544-45 
(Vb ), and he turned up at Shuangxu towards the end of this period in 1544 
(IVb). In the past some scholars have been under the impression that Wang 
Zhi's first visit to Japan must have taken place after his arrival at Shuangxu, and 
consequently the reference to Japan in Vb has been interpreted as an interpola
tion based on subsequent information, and the identification of Goho (Wufeng) 
in the "Teppoki" (la) with Wang Zhi has also been queried since Wang Zhi's 
first visit to Japan would then have taken place in 1543.8) But if one assumes 
that Wang Zhi had contact with Portuguese in Siam before his arrival at 
Shuangxu and brought them to Japan, there are then no inconsistencies what
soever between la, IVb and Vb. This also tallies with the statement in the 
Portuguese account (II) that in 1542 several Portuguese set out from Siam on a 
junk ( although there does of course remain a difference of one year between la 
and II). The general view, based on the statement in Ille that "Wang Zhi went 
to trade inJapan in the cyclic year yisi (1545), and for the first time he induced 
three Japanese from Hakata, including Sukezaimon, to come to trade at 
Shuangxu," is that Wang Zhi first visited Japan in 1545, but this statement 
refers only to his first visit to Hakata, which should be considered to have been 
at least his second visit to Japan. 

On the basis of the above observations, Wang Zhi's activities during the 
first half of the 1540s can be understood to have taken the following course: in 
1540 he set out to sea from Guangdong;9l in 1543 ( or 1542) he arrived from 
Siam at Tanegashima together with some Portuguese; in 1544 he turned up at 
Shuangxu, where he joined forces with Xu Dong and became his treasurer; and 
in 1545 he revisited Japan and returned to Shuangxu with some merchants 
from Hakata. This train of events has been set out in a simplified form in 
Chronological Table 1. 
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Chronological Table 1 (Months and days follow Japanese and Chinese calendars) 

1526 

1540 

1540~44/45 

1542 
1543 
1543.8.25 
1544 

1545 

1546 

1548 

Deng Liao escapes from prison and engages in illicit trading in 
Shuangxu (Illa) 
Xu Dong guides Portuguese from Malacca to the Zhejiang seaboard 
(Illb) Wang Zhi goes to Guangdong and builds a large ship (Vb) 
Wang Zhi trades in contraband goods with Ja pan, Siam, and the 
Western Ocean for 5-6 years (Vb) 
Portuguese travel by junk from Siam to Sipangas (II)* 
Xu Dong makes Shuangxu his base (IVa) 
Wang Zhi arrives at Tanegashima with Portuguese (Ia)* 
Wang Zhi appears at Shuangxu and becomes Xu Dong's treasurer 
(IVb) 
Wang Zhi accompanies Japanese embassy back to Japan, engages in 
trade, and leads Japanese from Hakata to Shuangxu (Ille, IVb) 
Wang Zhi again visits Japan: "the troubles with pirates in Zhejiang 
arose for the first time" (Ilic); "he colluded with the barbarians from 
the Goto [Islands] and created trouble" (Vb) 
Shuangxu falls to government forces, Xu Dong is captured, and Wang 
Zhi moves to Ligang (Liebiao) (IVab) 

* Indicates references to possibly identical events. 

3. The "Three Large Ships with New Tribute" 

At about the same time as Wang Zhi was visiting Japan, some "tribute 
ships" fitted out on Tanegashima entered the port of Ningbo ~¥&: in 1544. The 
question that arises here is whether or not these ships were in any way connect
ed with Wang Zhi's activities or the introduction of firearms to Japan. Let us 
first consider the relevant sources. 

Source I. "Teppoki" (Nanpo bunshii 1) 

(d) People studied [the harquebus] not only in Kinai ~ 17'1 and Kansai 
~ffl E9 , but also in Kanta ~ffl };I{ . I once heard the following from an elder. 
According to him, around the cyclic years mizunoe tora =I=~ and mizunoto u 
~ JJP in the Tenbun era (Tenbun 11-12 = 1542-43) three large ships with 
new tribute were about to set out for the kingdom of the Great Ming in the 
south. In the region from Kinai to the west, there were almost one thou
sand sons of wealthy families who chose to become merchants and several 
hundred helmsmen and boatmen who were marvellously skilled in han
dling ships, and they prepared the ships on our small island (i.e., 
Tanegashima). Having waited for a providential opportunity, they cast off 
their moorings, readied the oars, and set out into the ocean. Unfortunately 
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raging winds roiled the sea, surging waves whipped up snow, and the very 
axis of the earth seemed about to break apart. Alas! The mast of the first 
tribute ship leaned over, the rudder broke, and the ship vanished. The sec
ond tribute ship eventually reached Ningbo prefecture in the kingdom of 
the Great Ming. The third tribute ship could not proceed and returned to 
our small island. The following year (1544) they set sail once again, accom
plished their objective of travelling south, and were about to return home, 
heavily laden with overseas goods and strange treasures, when a dark wind 
suddenly rose in the middle of the ocean and they lost all sense of direc
tion. The ship drifted and finally reached lzu fjrli province in Tokaido ]f[ 
mJt The locals seized the goods and the merchants lost their possessions. 
On board the ship there was a retainer of ours, called Matsushita 
Gorosaburo if'l r 1i Jt!~ .:=: Jt!~. Holding a harquebus in his hands, he fired it 
and never once missed his target. The locals regarded this with wonder, 
and many people learnt how to do it by watching and imitating. Thereafter 
it spread to the eight provinces of Kanta and to beaches throughout the 
land, and with its transmission there was no one who did not learn it. 

Source VI. Tanegashima kafu '-IT!%~~ 2, "Shigetoki" Jl\a€j 

Tenbun 13 (1544), cyclic year kinoe tatsu 't3 JR: ... On the fourteenth day 
of the fourth month a ship bound for China <called nigosen =1t*&> set sail. 
Tenbun 14 (1545), cyclic year kinoto mi l_; E: On the fourteenth day of the 
sixth month the nigosen returned home. 

Source VII. Ming Shizong shilu BAfit~jf-

( a) [Jiajing 23 (1544), eighth month,] cyclic day mouchen DGJR: Earlier in 
Jiajing 18 (1539) the kingdom of Japan had brought a tribute, and in 
[Jiajing] 20 (1541) they had returned home. Now the foreign envoy Shi 
Shouguang ff ff 7t (Shaku J uko) and others came again, saying they had 
brought tribute. The Ministry of Rites ( libu ffi :g:~) said, "It is customary for 
Japan to bring tribute once in ten years. This tribute is premature, and 
there is no memorial. It is difficult to believe that it is an official embassy. 
In accordance with customary practice, they should be stopped and sent 
back, while the [tribute] goods should be stored and kept for the next trib
ute rites. Send a communication to their country, informing them of the sit
uation." ... 

(b) [Jiajing 24 ( 1545), fourth month,] cyclic day xinyou $ "@: The king
dom of Japan had brought tribute in the cyclic year jihai c ~ ( 1539) and 
returned in the cyclic year xinchou :¥:tr (1541), and in the cyclic yearjiachen 
EfI JR ( 1544) an embassy again came with tribute even though only three 
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years had passed. Because the time had not yet come, they were not per
mitted [to engage in tribute trade] and were urged to return home. But the 
foreigners were partial to Chinese goods and engaged in trade, extending 
their stay for more than a year without leaving .... 

First, the "second tribute ship" (nikosen = ffet ~&) mentioned in Id and the 
nigosen =ii-~& mentioned in VI were probably the same ship. The statement in 
Id that "the second tribute ship eventually reached Ningbo prefecture in the king
dom of the Great Ming" makes it almost certain that it was on this ship that the 
"envoy ShakuJuko" figuring in VIIa travelled. IfJuko had been on board the 
"third tribute ship" mentioned in Id, the second tribute ship would have had to 
arrive at Ningbo earlier than the date given in VIIa, but there is no reference to 
any such arrival in the Ming shilu ~ 1l il It is evident from VII that the Ming 
government was concerned about the length of time that had elapsed since the 
last tribute fromJapan (i.e., the eighteenth embassy to the Ming led by Koshin 
Sekitei it~ JC., :Pi ~13

~ and others which had arrived in 1539), and therefore if the 
"second tribute ship" had entered Ningbo prior to the date given in VIIa, it is 
most unlikely that it would not have been recorded and it would also have been 
mentioned in VII. In view of this, it can also be assumed that the "third tribute 
ship" entered a harbour other than Ningbo (probably Shuangxu). 

On the basis of the above, let us now retrace the course taken by this "sec
ond tribute ship" (or nigosen). In 1543 it set sail from Tanegashima (Id), but re
turned to the island because of a storm (as the third tribute ship probably also 
did) and left again in the fourth month of the following year (VI), arriving at 
Ningbo in the eighth month (VIIa), where permission to engage in tribute trade 
was sought but not granted, and some time after the fourth month of 1545 
(VIIb) the ship left China and arrived back at Tanegashima in the sixth month 
(VI). After having been refused permission to trade at Ningbo, the Japanese 
party probably left Ningbo during 1544, and at the time alluded to in VIIb 
(fourth month of 1545) they would have gone to some other port (probably 
Shuangxu) and there engaged in illicit trade. 10) According to the Chouhai tubian, 
Xu Dong "had contact with Japan for the first time inJiajing 23 (1544)" (IVa) 
and "illicit trading [with Japan] started in Jiajing 23" (IVb ), and this presum
ably refers to the fact that in 1544Juk6 and his party came into contact with Xu 
Dong's forces. Furthermore, according to IVb, after Wang Zhi joined forces 
with Xu Dong at Shuangxu in 1544, he accompanied a tribute embassy to 
Japan, and therefore the ship used by Wang Zhi when he visitedJapan in 1545 
(Ille) was probably the second tribute ship of Juko and his associates. If this 
was indeed so, it means that Wang Zhi went to Hakata via Tanegashima. 

It should also be noted that, according to Id, the third tribute ship succeed
ed in reaching China in 1544 and set out for the return voyage laden with 
goods, but encountered a storm in the middle of the ocean and ended up in 
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Izu. Moreover, a retainer of the Tanegashima family by the name of Matsushita 

Gorosaburo, who was on board this ship, had a harquebus with him, and this 
was the start of the spread of firearms to the Kanto region. (The results of the 

above observations are summarized in Chronological Table 2.) 
The incident involving these "tribute ships" from Tanegashima may thus 

be seen in the context of a shift in the axis of Japan-Ming intercourse from trib

ute trade through Ningbo to illicit trade based at Shuangxu, and the key person 
in this shift was Wang Zhi. Who, then, was it that sent these ships to the Ming in 

the first place? 
According to Id, "In the region from Kinai to the west, there were almost 

one thousand sons of wealthy families who chose to become merchants and sev
eral hundred helmsmen and boatmen who were marvellously skilled in han

dling ships, and they prepared the ships on our small island (i.e., 
Tanegashima)." Although the numbers have of course been exaggerated, it 

would nonetheless have been impossible for the Tanegashima family to orga
nize a group of trading ships on such a scale. In this connection,. the following 

passage by the Portuguese Fernao Mendes Pinto is instructive (Peregrinar;am, 
Chap. 135): 11 l 

We had been now three and twenty days in the Island of Tanixumaa, 
where very contentedly we past away the time, ... , when as a vessel belong
ing to the King of Bungo arriving in that port, in the which were divers men 

of quality, and certain merchants.... [The Nautaquim (N aotoki ~ H=if 
=Tokitaka's former name)] called us unto him, and commanded the truch

man that was thereby, to use these words unto us, My good friends, I intreat 
you that you will hear this letter read, which is sent me from my lord and uncle, and 
then I will let you know what I desire of you. 

Chronological Table 2 (Months and days follow Japanese and Chinese calendars) 

1542/43 

1544.4.14 
1544 
1544.8.2 

1544/45 

1545.4.29 

1545.6.14 

Three tribute ships leave Tanegashima; the first is lost in a storm and 

the third returns to Tanegashima (Id) 
Second tribute ship (nigosen) sets sail from Tanegashima (VI) 
Third tribute ship again leaves Tanegashima and reaches China (Id) 

Juko, the envoy on the second tribute ship, arrives at Ningbo (Id, 
VIIa) and then possibly goes to Shuangxu 
Third tribute ship encounters a storm on its way back to Japan and 
makes landfall in Izu (Id) 
Juko remains in China (Shuangxu?) (VIIb) and possibly leaves shortly 
afterwards 
Second tribute ship (nigosen) returns to Tanegashima from Shuangxu 
together with Wang Zhi (VI, IVb) 
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Although Pinto writes as if he was one of the Portuguese who witnessed the 

introduction of firearms, this is scarcely credible. But it would seem true that he 

visited Tanegashima not very long after the first visit by Portuguese, and he al

so obtained information about the tribute ships with which we are here con

cerned and incorporated it into the story of the introduction of firearms, from 

which the above quotation is taken. 12) If that is so, then the "King of Bungo" -
that is, Otomo Yoshiaki ::k~~~ - must have been the person behind the send

ing of the tribute ships. However, although Pinto refers to the "King of Bungo" 

as Tokitaka's uncle (and elsewhere as "the brother of [his] mother"), in the 

Tanegashima kafu 3 Tokitaka's mother is identified as the daughter of Shimazu 

Tadaoki ~?f:,~,W, governor of Satsuma. 

4. A Reexamination of the Date of the Introduction of Firearms 

Let us now recapitulate the information provided by the "Teppoki" (lab). 

On the twenty-fifth day of the eighth month of the cyclic year mizunoto u ~OP in 

the Ten bun era ( 1543), a large ship carrying a complement of more than one 

hundred men arrived at Tanegashima. Among the people on board was "Goho 

(Wufeng), a Confucian scholar of the Great Ming," and he conveyed in writing 

that the passengers were "foreign traders from Southwest Barbary" whose ob

jective was trade. The leaders of the traders were called Murashukusha and 

Kirishita Damota, and they fired their harquebuses in the presence of 

Tanegashima Tokitaka, the island's ruler, who, deeply impressed by their dis

play, bought the harquebuses for a large sum of money. 

Next, the gist of Galvao's account (II) is that in 1542 three Portuguese un

der Diogo de Freytas (Antonio da Mota, Francisco Zeimoto, and Antonio 

Pexoto) fled from Siam on a junk bound for Liampo, but encountered a storm 

en route and landed on the Sipangas islands lying at 32 degrees. 

Koda Shigetomo cites information regarding two visits to the Ryukyus :fllE 
ft (Lequios) by Portuguese about which the Spanish trader Garcia de Escalante 

Alvarado was apprised by Freytas on Tidore in the Spice Islands, and Koda 

points out that the first of these visits tallies with Galvao's account (II). 13) 

Escalante had accompanied a fleet under Ruy Lopez de Villalobos which had 

been sent to Asia in 1542 by the viceroy of Mexico, and in the second month of 

the following year the fleet arrived in Mindanao, but it was unsuccessful in its 

attempt to return to Mexico and surrendered to the Portuguese on Tidore in 

the eleventh month of 1545. During this time, in the twelfth month of 1544, 

Freytas held talks with Villalobos, and because it was presumably around this 

same time that Escalante obtained his information about the Ryukyus, this in

formation would be highly reliable. After Villalobos's party had been sent back 

to Lisbon, the information was included in a report drawn up by Escalante in 

1548 and now preserved in the Indias Archives in Seville. 14) 
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Source VIII. Relacion de la expedicion de Ruy Lopez de Villalobos 

It further happened that two of the Portuguese, who were with him 

there, while they were on a voyage in a junk to carry on trade on the coast 
of China, had been driven by storm to one of the Lequios islands where 

they were well received by the King of these islands through the agency of 

the friends they had made in Siam. After they had procured provisions 

they left the islands. Attracted by the kindly reception they had received 
and the wealth they had witnessed, other Portuguese merchants undertook 
the voyage in Chinese junks. Sailing from the coast of China in an easterly 

direction they reached the same island, but this time they were not allowed 
to go ashore. They were ordered to hand over a list of the goods they car

ried, and the price of their purchase, upon which they should immediately 

be paid. This they did and received full payment in silver. Upon their be
ing supplied with necessary provisions they received orders to leave. 

In view of the fact that Escalante had contact with Freytas towards the end 
of 1544, Koda considers it most reasonable to assume that the first visit by the 

Portuguese to Lequios took place in 1542 and the second in 1543. Tokoro 

Sokichi, having accepted this supposition, then put forward the view that in 
1542 the Portuguese landed on Tanegashima, but did not introduce firearms 
on this occasion, and they were introduced during the second Portuguese visit 
in the following year. 15) The names of the Portuguese given in the "Teppoki" 

(lb) and Galvao's account (II) tally only in part - Murashukusha and Damota 
may be assumed to correspond to Francisco Zeimoto and Antonio da Mota re
spectively, but there is no name corresponding to Antonio. Pexoto in lb, while 

Kirishita appearing in lb is unaccounted for in II - but Tokoro finds his way 
through this difficulty by suggesting that it was only Francisco Zeimoto 
(Murashukusha) from among the three Portuguese who had made the 1542 vis

it that took part in the second visit as a guide. The fact that Galvao's account 
(II) makes no mention of firearms also works in Tokoro's favour, and it was on
ly from the appearance of the Historia da Igreja do japiio onwards that Galvao's 
account came to be linked to the introduction of firearms. 

Georg Schurhammer, a German Jesuit and well-known researcher of 
Xavier, also dates the first of the Portuguese visits to Lequios to 1542 and the 

second to 1543, but giving greater credence to Escalante's account than to 
Galvao's, he believes that they went only as far as the Ryukyus on their first 
voyage and, following the account given in the "Teppoki," considers that they 
finally reached Tanegashima on their second voyage. 16) "One of the Lequios is

lands" mentioned by Escalante is equated with Tanegashima by Tokoro and 
with Ryukyu by Schurhammer, but the latter's thesis is problematic in that, 
whereas Escalante states that they arrived at the same island on the second voy-
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age too, Schurhammer identifies it with Tanegashima. 17) Likewise Tokoro, bas
ing himself on Galvao's reference to an island on 32 degrees, subsequently 
emended the place of landfall on the first voyage to Akune ~iiJ (A fl in Satsuma, 18) 

and as a result his thesis too falls into the same inconsistency. 
In all this there is one fact that has hitherto been overlooked. That is to 

say, the fact that the Portuguese made two visits in successive years is also 
recorded in the "Teppoki." It is stated, namely, that in the year following their 
first visit "foreign traders" again appeared at Kumano bay on Tanegashima, 
and so Tanegashima Tokitaka had one of his retainers receive instructions from 
a blacksmith on board this vessel on how to close the end of the barrel and "in 
a year or so" succeeded in producing several dozen harquebuses (le). In other 
words, according to European sources (VIII) the Portuguese visits took place in 
1542 and 1543, while according to the "Teppoki" (I) they occurred in 1543 and 
1544. If the references to the 1543 visits in these two accounts both refer to the 
same event, this would mean that there were visits by the Portuguese in three 
successive years (1542, 1543 and 1544). But would it not perhaps be more rea
sonable to adjust either one of these two accounts by one year so that they coin
cide and to assume that they both refer to the same two visits in successive 
years? 

The Taiwanese historian Li Xianzhang, having subjected the "Teppoki" to 
a careful reading, has made the following points. 19) If the second visit to 
Tanegashima by the Portuguese occurred in 1544, then the successful manufac
ture of harquebuses on the island would have taken place at the earliest in 1545 
since it is said to have taken "a year or so" for Tokitaka's retainer to master the 
technique of closing one end of the barrel and so produce the Tanegashima 
harquebus (le), but this conflicts with the statement in Id that Matsushita 
Gorosaburo, who went to China in 1544 on the third tribute ship, had a har
quebus with him. But if the first visit by the Portuguese is corrected to 1542 and 
the second to 1543, then the technique for closing one end of the barrel would 
have been mastered by 1544 and it would have been quite possible for Matsushita 
to take with him one of the several dozen harquebuses produced in the same 
year when he boarded the third tribute ship, thereby resolving any inconsisten
cies. In addition, the discrepancies with European sources also disappear. 

I believe that it is this view, put forward more than thirty-five years ago, 20) 

that correctly hits the mark. In other words, the "Teppoki" itself contains tem
poral inconsistencies. It may seem somewhat arbitrary to bring forward by one 
year only sections Ia-c while allowing Id to stand as it is, but since Id is based 
on a separate source in the form of hearsay from a village elder, it can be sepa
rated from Ia-c and dealt with separately. If this interpretation is accepted, then 
the aforementioned date of Wang Zhi's first visit to Japan must also be brought 
forward by one year, but this does not result in any inconsistencies with the 
Chinese sources ( cf. Chronological Table 1 ), and it could in fact be surmised 
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that the Portuguese visited Tanegashima for a second time in 1543 under the 
guidance of Wang Zhi. 

In this case, the train of events from the first visit to Tanegashima by the 
Portuguese to the appearance of Wang Zhi at Shuangxu may be reconstructed 
as follows. In 1542 some Portuguese who arrived on Tanegashima from Siam 
on board Wang Zhi's ship introduced firearms to the island. They returned by 
the same ship to Siam, and in the following year they again came to 
Tanegashima on Wang Zhi's ship and taught the islanders how to close one end 
of the harquebus's barrel. The "Teppoki" does not specify the time of year 
when the Portuguese appeared for the second time, but since it was customary 
for them to utilize the seasonal winds from the southwest in the seventh and 
eighth months of the solar calendar when heading for Japan and to leave Japan 
with the seasonal winds from the northeast in the tenth and eleventh months, 21 ) 

it would have been the end of the same year or some time after the start of the 
following year ( 1544) before they returned to Siam with news of their second 
voyage to Lequios. This news would naturally have come to the notice of 
Freytas and was then conveyed by him to Escalante towards the end of 1544. 
Wang Zhi, meanwhile, travelled in the same year with the winds from the 
southwest to his original objective of Shuangxu and joined Xu Dong's band. 
Then, in 1545 Wang Zhi, now one of Xu Dong's subordinates, accompanied 
the tribute envoy Juko and again visited Tanegashima. 

Wang Zhi's above movements are summarized as follows in the Chouhai 
tubian (Vb ): "They built a large ship, loaded it with contraband goods such as 
saltpetre, sulphur, raw silk, and cotton, and visited the lands of Japan, Siam, 
and the Western Ocean. They plied back and forth, trading for five or six 
years." And as is indicated by the statement in the Riben yijian that "hand guns" 
"first originated in the land of the Franks, whose traders first taught the barbar
ians of Tanegashima how to make them" ("Qjonghe huahai" 2: "Wohao" flH ), 
the introduction of firearms to Japan represented nothing other than one more 
incident in the course of Wang Zhi's trading activities. 

5. Remaining Questions 

My own interpretation of events is as outlined above, but I do not of 
course believe that all the outstanding problems have hereby been resolved. In 
closing, I wish to list for future consideration a number of points about which I 
myself still have doubts. 

( 1) There are discrepancies between la and II with regard to the number 
and names of the Portuguese. This information is used as corroborative evi
dence by Tokoro and Schurhammer, who date the former to 1543 and the lat
ter to 1542, but if particular importance is attached to the fact that I and VIII, 
which is based on the same source as II (i.e., information from Freytas), tally 
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with respect to the fact that there were two visits in successive years, then one 
has to assume that la and II refer to the same event. What is perhaps rather 
more surprising is that in the information contained in la and II, which were 
written at completely different times, in completely different places, and in 
completely different circumstances, there should be any overlapping details at 
all (Murashukusha = Francisco, Damata = da Mota). 

(2) Even if one accepts the above point, what happens if one emends II to 
1543 instead of bringing the date of la forward by one year? In this case, the 
dates of the two voyages to Lequios mentioned in VIII would need to be 
emended to 1543 and 1544, and the margin of time necessary for the informa
tion to reach Escalante by the end of 1544 would be severely restricted (al
though not necessarily so restricted as to be beyond the bounds of possibility). 
But in the final analysis, the question of whether to emend la or II becomes a 
question of the comparative value of a source dating from more than sixty years 
after the introduction of firearms and a source composed about twenty years af
ter the event. 

(3) The circumstances of the arrival of the Portuguese as described in la do 
not suggest that they were cast ashore by a storm as stated in II and VIII. In this 
connection, one must take into account the fact that II and VIII are records left 
by people who had actually experienced storms at sea while la is an account 
from the perspective of people who witnessed the arrival of the ship from the 
land. Even though the ship may have been blown off course by a storm, this 
does not necessarily mean that it appeared before the islanders as a drifting ves
sel in derelict condition. 

( 4) The second visit by the Portuguese to Tanegashima (Lequios) was, ac
cording to le, welcomed by the islanders, but in VIII it is stated that they were 
not allowed to go ashore and were ordered to leave. But since VIII also makes 
it clear that trade took place and the ship safely set sail on its return voyage, the 
Portuguese presumably remained on the island for a certain period of time. It 
may be assumed that they had sufficient time to teach the finer points of manu
facturing firearms. 

(5) Just how reliable is the account of the spread of firearms to Kanta 
recorded in Id? If one believes this account, it means that the Tanegashima har
que bus, together with its method of manufacture, had reached Izu already in 
1545 at a speed that compares favourably with its introduction to Kyushu iL fl-1 
and Kinai. However, when one actually traces the use of firearms in the rele
vant literature, one finds that they entered the Kanta region far later than 
Kyushu and Kinai, being first used there in the 1560s, and even subsequent to 
this the Kanta region was unable to overcome its backwardness in this re
gard. 22) Furthermore, no person by the name of Matsushita Gorasabura, allud
ed to in Id, appears in any other sources, and "it would seem doubtful whether 
he was in fact a real person."23) It is this point about which I have the greatest 
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misgivings, for if this cannot be resolved, then the very foundations of Li's the
sis based on the temporal inconsistencies inherent in the "Teppoki" collapse 
and the need to emend the date given in la diminishes, although there remains 
the external imperative of ensuring consistency with VIII ( cf. ( 1) above). 
Internally speaking too, there is no particular need to question the movements 
of the "tribute ships" described in Id since there is related material in VI, VII 
and IVb, and so it is perhaps true that the "third tribute ship" encountered a 
storm on its homeward voyage and made landfall in Kanto. Of course, even if 
this were the case, it does not add to the credibility of the assertion that 
Matsushita was on board the third tribute ship with a harquebus in his possession. 

Notes 

1) It is worth noting, however, that ( 4) has "Portuguese" rather than "Portuguese (mer
chant) ship," and this is presumably because the compilers took into account the 
fact that, as is discussed below, the ship was a Chinese junk. 

2) An abridged translation of Ia-c can be found in James Murdoch, A History of Japan, 
Vol. 2 (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., Ltd., 1925), p. 42. 

3) The English translation is by E.W. Dahlgren in "A Contribution to the History of 
the Discovery of Japan," Transactions and Proceedings of the Japan Society London 11 
(1912-13), p. 247. See also the translation by Richard Hakluyt (1601), reprinted in 
Galvano 's Discoveries of the World (Works Issued by the Hakluyt Society, First Series, 
No. 30 [1862]), pp. 229-230. 

4) A representative advocate of this view is U dagawa Takehisa; * 83 JI I :ITT: j\; see his 
Teppo denrai -heiki ga kataru kinsei no tanjo iU§ {.W *-~~ iJ'i't-'g- ~ iliiit 0) !~~ (The in
troduction of firearms: The birth of the early modern period as related by 
weapons; Chuo Koron Sha i=p 9c -0 !i m± [ Chuko Shinsho i=p -0 $Jr:;: ] , 1990) and 
Higashi Ajia heiki koryushi no kenkyu - Jugo ~ junana seiki ni okeru heiki no juyo to denpa 
*7 :J7 ~~xiflE§t:O)liff~-+.n ~+-tiit*c.f:13 It~ ~~O)~~ c {.ttt (A study of 
the history of weapons exchange in East Asia: The reception and dissemination of 
weapons in the 15th to 17th centuries; Yoshikawa Kobunkan "-a Jll 5.lJCffl, 1993). In 
no way do I reject the emphasis of "Asian elements," and I regard the present arti
cle as part of an attempt to provide a proper assessment of these elements. 

5) U dagawa stresses the need to utilize the references to firearms found in the Korean 
Chason wangjo sillok ,BiJJ:.:Mjfjff< in the study of the introduction of firearms to Japan. 
But his uncritical equating of the characters )( i§ appearing in the Sillok with the 
harquebus (iUPl) (Teppo denrai, p. 13; Higashi Ajia heiki koryushi no kenkyu, p. 141), 
for instance, is highly problematical. Among the various firearms mentioned in the 
Sillok, those corresponding to the harquebus (Port. espingarda) should probably be 
limited to .~iJE and -~~iJE, and the first appearance of the former in Korean sources 
is deemed to be the following passage in the Chingbilok Jtt~fff<: in 1589 Toyotomi 
Hideyoshi's .11.§~"-a envoy So Yoshitoshi *~~ and others "presented two pea
cocks and articles such as harquebuses, spears and swords. The peacocks were or
dered to be released on the island of Namyanghaedo 1'¥Hl#i~ and the harquebus-
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es were given to the Armoury. This was the start of harquebuses in our country." (Cf. 
Arima Seiho ~ .~ }Jx;ffi, Kaho no kigen to sono denryu )( l@(J) ~iml t f- (J) {l ifrE [The ori
gins of guns and their dissemination; Yoshikawa Kobunkan, 1962], p. 695.) The 
harquebus is mentioned frequently in passages in the Sillok dealing with events 
from the 1592 Japanese invasion onwards, and it is evident that the Koreans re
garded it as a major military threat. Therefore, although Korean historical sources 
such as the Sillok may indeed be a valuable source of information on the use of 
firearms in Asia and the spread of the harquebus among Japanese soldiers, they 
cannot serve as an object of investigation when seeking source material on the in
troduction of firearms to Japan. 

6) Li Xianzhang $IX~, "Kasei nenkan ni okeru Sekkai no shisho oyobi hakushu 6 
Choku gyoseki ko ~~~Bai, f:i3it ~i1Jrm(J)flim1HY~BI.rfi\lfrlfl~ (A study of illicit 
trade along the Zhejiang seaboard and the exploits of Captain Wang Zhi during 
theJiajing era), 1 & 2, Shigaku §1:* 34, nos. 1 & 2 (1961). See especially Part 1, pp. 
54-56. 

7) There are three passages that would seem to shed light on the date of Wang Zhi's 
visit to Japan - "Wang Zhi went to trade in Japan in the cyclic year yisi (1545)" 
(IIlc ); "In the twenty-third year [ of the Jiajing era ( 1544)] he had contact with Japan 
for the first time" (IVa); and "Illicit trading started in the twenty-third year [of the 
Jiajing era (1544)]" (IVb) - but there is a discrepancy of one year. Since, as is not
ed below, he would appear to have accompanied the party of the Japanese tribute 
envoy Juko on the latter's return to Japan some time after the fourth month of 
Jiajing 24 (1545), it is to be surmised that the year 1545 given in III is the correct 
date of Wang Zhi's visit to Japan. As regards the two passages in IV, a different in
terpretation is possible (seep. 15 below). 

8) Li, op. cit., Part 2, pp. 47, 50-52. 
9) Wang Zhi hailed from the inland province of Anhui, and he probably made his 

way to the sea via Guangdong without passing through Zhejiang or Fujian, and it 
was presumably for this reason that he made such a belated appearance at 
Shuangxu. 

10) Source VIIb could possibly also be taken to mean thatJuko and his party were at 
this point in time (fourth month of 1545) still in Ningbo. But since it is clear that 
prior to this the Ming authorities had not allowed them to engage in tribute trade 
and had urged them to return home, it may be assumed that the statement that 
they were "partial to Chinese goods and engaged in trade" refers to illicit trade 
conducted elsewhere. Therefore, the fact that "they extended their stay for more 
than a year without leaving" does not mean that they refused to leave Ningbo, but 
refers to their departure from China. In this regard, Tanaka Takeo 83 ~ 1@~ writes 
as follows (Waka - umi no rekishi 1f7f!-m(J) ~§1: ITapanese pirates: The history of the 
sea; Kyoikusha ttwffi± (Kyoikusha Rekishi Shinsho ttwffi±~§!:ffr:!=), 1982], p. 133): 
"[Wang Zhi] accompanied the Japanese tribute embassy and headed towards 
Japan. It would appear that this tribute embassy was the party of the monkJuko, 
which had gone to the Ming in the previous year but had not been allowed to trade 
and had been ordered to return home. Not having been permitted to conduct offi
cial trade, Juko probably engaged in illicit trade somewhere in the vicinity of 
Ningbo and so established relations with Wang Zhi." 
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11) The English translation is by Henry Cogan ( 1663), reprinted in The Voyages and 
Adventures of Ferdinand Mendez Pinto, the Portuguese (London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1897), 
pp. 265-266. 

12) According to the explanatory remarks appended to the Japanese translation of the 
Peregrinar;am by Okamura Takiko WiJH~:m+ (Toyo henreki ki J;f[i$3Jmlf.Hc [Heibonsha 
2P-fLiil± (Toyo Bunko J;f[i$3ti!)], Vol. 3 [1980], p. 304), Georg Schurhammer has 
shown that Pinto first visited Japan in 1544, which corresponds to the year in 
which the nigosen set sail from Tanegashima for China (VI). 

13) Koda Shigetomo ¥ EH @t""}j:_, Nichio tsuko shi B ~~X9:. (The history of contacts be
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